EVENTS THAT
SHAPED THE
HISTORY OF SAFETY
The Tragic Station Nightclub Fire
February 20, 2003, witnessed a horrific fire in the history of The United
States as a Rhode Island nightclub burned in the blaze killing hundreds.
A look at the events behind the flames will tell us why we urge you to
remember the fire safety codes.

THE INCIDENT
On the night of February 20, a fire broke out at a rock concert in Rhode Island’s Station
Nightclub. It was the fourth deadliest nightclub fire in US history.
According to the National of Standards and
Technology, the nightclub was not equipped
with sprinklers and was over their occupancy
limit with ill-equipped exits.

Just after 11pm, Daniel Biechele, the
band’s tour manager, set off
pyrotechnics that ignited the ceiling’s
soundproofing foam.

The report also found that “out of the fatalities,
95 were due to the inability of the occupants to
evacuate before being overcome by the
untenable conditions along the egress path.”

THE CONSEQUENCES
While firefighters responded quickly
and tried hard to get people to safety,
100 club-goers died, and about 200
faced critical injuries.

Due to the cramped foyer,
patrons trampled, fell and
jammed the main exit.

Panic ensued as the fire
spread rapidly. In less than a
minute, the club was in
flames, and 400 people
stampeded toward the exits.

Among the dead was the
band Great White’s guitarist,
Ty Longley.

THE LESSONS WE CAN LEARN

The club's use of untreated polyurethane foam in the
stage and around the club was a code violation that
was allowed to continue for over two years. This
indicates a lack of enforcement.

The tour manager had failed to secure
a pyrotechnics permit. This indicates a
lack of management.

Without a sprinkler system and a readily
available portable fire extinguisher, the fire
spread swiftly. This indicates the need for
sprinklers and trained staﬀ to react quickly
with accessible fire extinguishers.

Despite having three exits, people were
forced to go through a three-foot wide
doorway. This caused extreme jams resulting
in major fatalities. This indicates a lack in
meeting safety regulations.

Avetta celebrates safety and the progress that has been made to
continually improve the safety culture of any workplace. We strive to
inculcate a culture of safety and sustainability across enterprises and
want to ensure that every worker returns home safe.

HOW CAN AVETTA
CONTRIBUTE TO
WORKPLACE SAFETY?
Avetta Connect™ Platform vets and
approves potential suppliers and
contractors for companies.

It proactively works to eliminate
efforts and costs of potential
safety events in the future.

Clients and suppliers who use the
platform have seen workplace safety
improve across the globe.
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